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W/C Monday 29th June 2020

How did the rich live in the Tudor times? 

This week’s work is part 2 of the focus on the life of “rich people” in Tudor Times. 
What was life like for the rich – was it as easy as that sounds? We continue our focus 
on a man called Sir Henry Unton. This session is more about his education, his travels 
and his jobs. 
Slide 2 is a recap of our work last time, and slides 3+4 are for you to read and listen 
to. Then please complete the quiz on slide 5 using what you’ve read, and choose one
task from slide 6 to complete and submit. 

Remember to listen to the voice clips or watch the video linked on SMHW to find out 
extra bits of info! 
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THINK

Remember this from our last session?

Can you spot the 
following in this 
picture...

1) A banquet –
where they are 
sitting down to 
dinner

2) Any clues about 
what his job was/ 
who he worked 
for? 



Henry Unton’s Jobs – Helpsheet…

He had 4 main jobs in his lifetime…
1.Soldier
2.Ambassador to France
3.Member of Parliament (MP)
4.Justice of The Peace / Gentleman – landowner

Each of these jobs needed different skills and experience.

To be a soldier Sir Henry needed to be…
Brave, organised and a good leader. In 1585 he joined an army of 7,600 men led by the 
Earl of Leicester. This army was supposed to help stop the Spanish controlling the 
Netherlands. Elizabeth I sent the army to the Netherlands after the Spanish 
assassinated the Protestant Dutch leader the Prince of Orange. Henry became a Sir (he 
was knighted) for his courage after the Battle of Zutphen. 

To be an Ambassador Sir Henry needed to be…
Very diplomatic and careful. He had to keep the Queen in England happy, pass 
messages from her to the King of France, and pass messages back!! This was a very 
delicate job – if he did it badly it could cause a terrible war, when England really 
needed to concentrate on Spain. Henry made no money from this job, but it brought 
him closer to the Queen. Unfortunately he caught an illness in France which led to his 
death. The King of France respected him so much that he sent his doctors to treat 
Henry. 

To be an MP Sir Henry needed to be…
Patient – the MPs of Parliament only met when the Queen said so. 
They were also only really called when the Queen wanted something!
He needed to be a clever, thoughtful and diplomatic man to be a good MP. 
Most of the time Sir Henry supported what the Queen asked for, but in 1593
the Queen wanted more money for the army. The MPs did not agree with 
giving more money to the Queen because they had already given a lot to 
her in 1589 for the same reason. Henry strongly opposed the new taxes and
the Queen was furious with him. She did not speak to him for 3 years!
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READ
You can tell I was an 

important man by the 
jobs I did. 
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To be a JP (Justice of the Peace) or a Gentleman Sir Henry needed to be…

A JP (Justice of the Peace) looked after an area of a county for the Queen. He would be 
in charge of law and order in that area. He would have to have a Court room inside his 
house, and would hold trials there. 

A good manager of people because he would be running several different villages with 
lots of labourers working with him. He also needed to have good ideas about how to 
make money. When he inherited his father’s estates they were in a poor state. He 
became Justice of the Peace in 1592. This meant he was in charge of the law and the 
courts in the area. He was also responsible for setting the wages of the workers and 
their rents for the cottages they lived in. Henry would not have earned much money 
for being a JP, but it gave him status and it was seen as a duty to your country to take 
on the responsibilities they had. 

He also had to deal with the massive problem of begging. As JP he had to decide who 
should be punished and who could have a license to beg. Henry took this job very 
seriously and was seen as being quite fair and successful – this is probably why the 
villagers of Wadley were so sad when he died. They were worried that the person who 
replaced him might tax them more and pay them less!

Out of these 4 jobs – which do 
you think was the most 

important?

Henry Unton was educated at Oriel 
College, Oxford, but left it without a 
degree and travelled. After his return, 
according to Anthony Atwood, "being 
esteemed a person well qualified, he had 
some employment under Sir Christopher 
Hatton, Lord Chancellor, who finding him 
a man of business and experience, 
commended him to the Queen.

This is called PATRONAGE. This meant 
that a man could become rich and 
important by being known to the Queen. 
He would have been from a wealthy 
family already but to secure the family’s 
wealth you would need the patronage 
(support) from the Queen. 

READ
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Complete this quiz based on the reading...

Question Answer Checked

1. When did Henry 
Unton join the Earl of 
Leicester’s army to go to 
the Netherlands?

1585

2. List 3 jobs Henry 
Unton had in his life? Solider, member of parliament, ambassador for 

france

3. Which 2 countries did 
an ambassador like 
Henry Unton have to be 
careful of?

France
Spain

4. Why was he knighted 
to make him Sir Henry 
Unton?

For his courage after the Battle of Zutphen

5. What did a JP do? They helped make decisions and get requests 
done that were from the queen. They only met 
then the queen said so

6. Which University did 
Unton go to?

Oriel college, Oxford

7. Why didn’t Unton
finish his studies?

Because instead he went travelling

DO
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Choose ONE of these tasks to complete and then submit...

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Choose 1 of Henry Unton’s
jobs and write a 
description of what it was 
and what he needed to 
do. 

Sir Henry Unton had 
several jobs. Explain which 
was the most important. 

Henry Unton died in 1596. 
He would need to be 
replaced by another rich 
Lord. Explain what 
qualities and skills you 
think the Queen would 
need in his replacement. 

Use this frame to help 
you...

Use this frame to help 
you...

Use this frame to help 
you...

One of Henry Unton’s jobs 
was...
This involved...
He would also...
This job showed Henry 
was an important man 
because...

I think the most 
important job Henry 
Unton had was...
One reason I think this 
was the most important 
was because...
Another reason this job 
was important was...
This job meant he could 
get closer to the Queen 
which was important 
because...

Queen Elizabeth would be 
looking for a man who 
could...
Another skill he would 
need would be...
She would also need 
someone who could...
Another skill required to 
be an important JP or 
even an ambassador 
would be...

DO
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Sir Henry Unton had many important jobs such as a solider and a 
member of parliament, but by far the most important one was the 
Ambassador for France as if he didn’t do his job correctly, their 
would be a terrible war were tens of thousands would die from 
each side and it would be all his fault. Although this job was so 
important, he didn’t get paid as Henry only did it to get closer to the 
queen. Henry was very good at this job and had experience in high 
tension and stressful situation as he had previously been a solider in 
the battle of Zutphen.

I am doing task number 2


